ABSTRACT Substitution permutation network (SP-network) is a chain of linked mathematical primitives used in block cipher algorithms. The proposed novel design of cryptographic SP-network consists of three cryptographic primitives: substitution box, permutation box, and random key sequences, including one key whitening operation. A new design is being proposed for each cryptographic primitive. The cryptographic strength of the proposed SP-network is evaluated by employing various standard tests; strict avalanche criterion, differential approximation probability, bit independent criterion, linear approximation probability, nonlinearity test, unified averaged changed intensity, histogram analysis, and coefficient correlation tests. The outcomes of the investigations validate that the designed cryptosystem is stable for secure communication and attains better cryptographic strength as compared with other state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's digital information age brings along many issues; among which information security and privacy is deemed to be the most important. Researchers are developing different strategies to ensure information security; cryptographic technique being one of them. Cryptography is the science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data in order to ensure that data cannot be read by anyone except the intended receipt [1] . Generally, symmetric cryptographic approaches are classified into two categories; block cipher and stream cipher [1] , [3] . Block cipher is a deterministic algorithm which operates on the fixed-length groups of bits, called block; having block size n N. The block ciphers with block size n = 1 are known as substitution ciphers. The encryption function of the block ciphers has the permutation of n , when used in symmetric key approach [1] , [3] , [5] , [6] . In literature there are two design techniques available for block ciphers; i) SubstitutionPermutation Networks (SP-Network), and ii) Feistel Ciphers. The SP-Network block ciphers contain repeating rounds of
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tony Thomas. key addition (unpredictability addition), substitution (nonlinear layer), and diffusion (linear scattering layer), which make them difficult for Cryptanalysis [2] , [4] , [7] . The most notable SP-Network block ciphers are AES (Rijndael), 3-Way, PRESENT, SAFER, SHARK and Square [3] . The decryption process is simply the reversal of encryption process, starting with cipher text (the substation-boxes and permutation layer should be inversed where round keys are applied in reverse order). The feistel ciphers are different from the SP-Network block ciphers, in a way that they do not require invertible substitution and permutation layers. Feistel cipher has the advantage that encryption and decryption processes are very similar, even identical in some cases. The most famous Feistel design based cipher standards are DES, RC5, ICE, and Blowfish [1] , [3] , [5] , [8] .
In SP-Network, the most important layer is substitution because the strength of the substitution mechanism directly influences the resistivity against any attack. The most influential attacks for block cipher are linear and differential attacks. These attacks can only be resisted, if designed S-box attains characteristics, such as low differential uniformity and high non-linearity [2] , [4] , [6] . To design an efficient S-box, researchers developed different strategies for pseudo-number generation, based on chaotic system [10] , [17] - [19] , [22] , Gaussian distribution [9] and machine learning [11] , [23] .
Chaotic system based s-box construction strategies are widely available in literature. The most common chaotic maps are; 1D chaotic map, logistic map and tent map [9] . The chaotic system itself has many drawbacks, which can affect the overall strength of the s-box. The most common issues of the chaotic systems are; discontinuity in chaotic sequences, finite precision effect, non-uniform distribution, limited behavior and computational complexity in dependent multidimensional chaotic maps [9] , [10] , [24] - [33] .
In literature, gold sequences are extensively used in CodeDivision Multiple Access (CDMA) and Global Positioning System (GPS) to prepare long cross correlation sequences. Gold code is the pair of sequences which can be generated by a simple circuitry. For gold sequence generation, there is one condition that the preferred pairs of M-sequences must have the same degree [12] , [14] , [21] . The preferred M-sequences are those two sequences which have length of n with a periodic cross correlation function that takes on the possible values {−1, −t (m) , −t (m) − 2}. The Gold theorem for the pair of M-sequences is as follows [12] , [14] .
Gold theorem: A certain pair of m sequences of length n exhibits a three-valued cross correlation function with values
It has been suggested in literature that preferred pair sequences have proper correlation property but these sequences can be re-constructed by linear regression method [20] , [21] . In this paper, we combine the strong characteristics of chaotic systems and gold sequences to overcome the deficiencies of the two and generate high-dimensional chaotic PN sequences, which are extremely sensitive to multidimensional initial conditions. The combination offers different advantages over other conventional PN sequences and chaotic systems, as highlighted below:
• High-dimensional chaotic PN sequence generator can generate infinite sequences
• Generate short and long sequences without any repetition
• Offer high degree of security, requiring low complexity We present a novel method for the construction of cryptographic SP-Network by synthesizing the high-dimensional chaotic gold sequences and logistic tent system. The proposed SP-Network consists of three cryptographic primitives (substitution box, permutation box, random key sequences) and one key whitening operation for connected layers.
Remaining of the paper is organized as follows; section II describes our core contribution and section III describes proposed methodology. Section IV presents the comprehensive analysis of the designed SP-Network and conclusion is given in section V.
II. CONTRIBUTION
The core contribution of this study is summarized as: a. Novel method for the construction of cryptographic SP-Network, synthesizing Gold sequences and logistic tent system. b. The proposed SP-Network based encryption technique passes all the statistical tests, substitution box security evaluation criteria, histogram analysis, coefficient correlation tests, linear and differential approximation probability criteria. c. Novel method for the construction of substitution box primitive by using chaotic Golden sequences and logistic tent system in a linear fractional transformation. d. Newly designed S-boxes resistivity is similar to the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) S-box, in terms of maximum non-linearity against the attacks. e. Novel method for the construction of Permutation box primitive by synthesizing chaotic Golden sequences and logistic tent system. f. Key generation method from the unpredictable higher dimensional chaotic system which is extremely sensitive to higher dimensional initial states.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN METHODLOGY
Proposed SP-Network operates on plaintext blocks of size 256 bytes and returns cipher text blocks of the same size. It has 2 rounds and 1 key addition operation. Design of proposed SP network is depicted in figure-1. In this SP-Network, confusion between plaintext and the sub key is obtained from uniquely designed S-box 1 and S-box 2, which have high nonlinearity of 112. Alongside, diffusion is obtained from our novel key dependent design of P-box 1 and P-box 2 . The whole design of SP-Network is thoroughly explained in the following steps:
Step 1: Convert plain text into a decimal number form and divide into blocks of size 256. If last block length is less than 256, then add N numbers of '0' to make the block size up to multiple of 256.
Step 2: Divide initial key into sub key of size 256. Design of initial keys generation is briefly discussed in section A.
Step 3: Perform bitwise XOR on plaintext and sub key (k 0 ) to obtain the key additive plaintext.
Step 4: Each value of the plaintext, obtained from step-3 is replaced with entries of the proposed novel substitution box (S-box 1 ). Novel design of S-boxes generation is briefly discussed in section B.
Step 5: Each value obtained from step-4 is permutated with entries of the proposed permutation box (P-box 1 ) technique. Design of proposed novel permutation technique is briefly discussed in section C.
Step 6: Perform XOR on sub key (k 1 ) and resultant values obtained from step-5.
Step 7: Each value obtained from step-6 is replaced with entries of proposed S-box 2 .
Step 8: Each value obtained from step-7 is permutated with entries of proposed P-box 2 . 
FIGURE 2. Lyapunov and bifurcation diagrams of (a). Logistic (b). Tent (c). Logistic tent system (LTS).
Step 9: Perform XOR on sub key (k 2 ) and resultant values obtained from step-8. After this step we get the cipher text values. to different attacks and predictable in special cases when states are estimated [9] . Limited chaotic range and insensitivity to initial conditions are the main reasons behind the vulnerability [16] . Proposed scheme uses enhanced chaotic range of logistic map and tent map [16] , where the logistic map is:
Bifurcation and Lyapunov exponent diagrams in Figure-2a show that chaotic interval of logistic map exists in 3.57 ≤σ ≤ 4. In this range, values are distributed and unpredictable [15] .
Bifurcation and Lyapunov exponent diagrams in Figure-2 , show the chaotic interval of the tent map exists in the range of 2 ≤σ ≤ 4. In this range values are uniformly distributed and unpredictable [15] , [16] . Tent map is defined as:
Proposed key scheme synthesizes the parameters of logistic and tent map to obtain the increased symmetric key space which has high-dimensional and complex unpredictable 
In figure 2(c), we can see that LTS chaotic key space interval is increased for 0 ≤ σ ≤ 4 [16] . These output sequences are divided into sub keys of size 256, in the range of 0 to 255.
B. SUBSTITUTION-BOX DESIGN
Our proposed novel design of substitution box generation method, constructs the high quality substitution boxes. Chaotic gold sequences, logistic map, tent map and improved logistic tent system are used in linear fractional transformation as:
where cz = -d and ad -bc = 0 are avoided. The whole design of substitution box generation is thoroughly explained in the following steps:
Step 1: Generate golden binary sequences by using a pair of logistic map sequences and tent map sequences of N = 2 n -1 [12] , [13] , [21] ; defined as:
'T' represents the cyclic shift of one in left, 'u' represents the logistic map sequences obtained from specific initial state and 'v' represents the tent map sequences obtained from specific initial state.
Step 2: For variable ''a'': discard floating points from the output of golden sequences and get three random values. Figure-3 is the proposed design to produce ''a'' and ''b''.
Step 3: Parse these three random values into their binary.
Step 4: Select least significant bit from every binary value and produce parity bits stream.
Step 5: Merge eight parity bits and parse it into their particular decimal values.
Step 6: For variable ''b'': Apply XOR operation on parity bits constructed from Logistic Tent System (LTS), which is defined in equation (3) and binary sequences generated in step-1
Step 7: Convert the resultant values obtained from step-6 into their particular binary.
Step 8: Merge eight parity bits and convert to their particular decimal values.
Step 9: For variable ''c'': Apply XOR operation on parity bits constructed in step-5 and values constructed in step-8. Figure-4 is the proposed design to produce ''c''.
Step 10: Convert the resultant values obtained from step-9 into their particular binary.
Step 11: Merge eight parity bits and parse into their particular decimal values.
Step 12: For variable ''d'': Apply XOR operation on parity bits constructed in step-8 and values constructed in step-11. Figure-5 is the proposed design to produce ''d''.
Step 13: Convert the resultant values obtained from step-12 into their particular binary.
Step 14: Merge eight parity bits and parse into their particular decimal values.
Step 15: Now put sequences of ''a'', ''b'', ''c'' and ''d'' in equation-5 of linear fractional transformation.
Block by block sequences, generated from f (z) are evaluated via nonlinear score and then transformed in substitution boxes, which are shown in Table-1 and Table- 2.
C. PERMUTATION BOX DESIGN
Step-1: Apply XOR on values generated from Gold sequences in Section B step-5 and values generated from Logistic Tent System (LTS) in Section B step-8. These resultant values are in between 0 to 255 range and highly sensitive to initial states used in LTS and Golden sequences.
Step-2: Select first 256 distinct values as Permutation box.
IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. NON-LINEARITY
Nonlinearity is the capability of cryptographic function that provides resistance against linear attacks and it is represented by the non-linearity score [9] . Nonlinearity is the distance 84984 VOLUME 7, 2019 among function and the set of all affine functions. Nonlinearity represents a change in quantity of bit values in the Boolean truth table to get the nearest affine function characteristic [9] , [10] . Therefore, large value of nonlinearity score is needed. Substitution Box-1 and Substitution Box-2 are generated from our novel proposed design, described in table-1 and table-2 . Maximum nonlinearity of both these substitution boxes is exactly 112 which is equal to the nonlinearity score of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) S-box [2] , [9] , [34] . We observed that our obtained maximum nonlinearity scores of S-box 1 and S-box 2 are higher or equal to the state of the art research, as shown in table 3. 
B. BIT INDEPENDENT CRITERION (BIC)
One of the desirable property of cryptographic system is bit independent criterion (BIC), used as a standard for the evaluation of substitution boxes. The property of BIC assumes that all avalanche variables are pair-wise independent for a set of avalanche vectors, created by complementing a single plaintext bit. The outputs to affine transformation is varied with respect to nonlinear functions and number of inputs depends upon avalanche vector [9] . In tables 4, 5, 6 and 7, we can observe that the proposed S-box 1 and S-box 2 satisfy the bit independent criterion and BIC dependent matrix, near to the best achievable value.
C. STRICT AVALANCHE CRITERIA (SAC)
SAC results determine how many output bits changed when a single change is made in input [9] . It is defined as: f : F n 2 −→ F 2 satisfies if f (x)⊕f (x ⊕α) is balanced for α = 1. The SAC result of the proposed S-box 1 and S-box 2 are given in table-8  and table-9 , respectively. S-box 1 average, maximum and minimum values for SAC are 0.506592, 0.562500, and 0.375000, respectively and square deviation is 0.040517. S-box 2 average, maximum and minimum, values for SAC are 0.504395, 0.593750, and 0.421875 respectively and the square deviation is 0.037192.
D. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
Diffusion characteristic of the encryption technique is measured by unified averaged changed intensity (UACI) and is number of changing pixel rate (NPCR). Both of these are also the most common assessment measures, which have the capacity to test the resistance of encryption technique against differential attacks [9] , [54] .
1) NPCR ANALYSIS
NPCR represented as follows [9] .
2) UACI ANALYSIS UACI represented as follows [9] . Comparative analysis of proposed scheme with AES is shown in table-10 and comparative analysis of proposed scheme with other various recent research works is shown in table-11.
E. LINEAR APPROXIMATION PROBABILITY (LP)
The linear approximation probability is the maximum value of the imbalance of an event in which parity of the output bits designated by the mask y is equal to the parity of the input bits designated by the mask x [9] , [57] .
where X is the set of all viable inputs and 2 n is the number of elements. x represents input mask and y represents output mask. Maximum value of LP for S-box 1 is 0.109 and S-box 2 is 0.117.
F. DIFFERENTIAL APPROXIMATION PROBABILITY
The differential approximation probability of Substitution box is a measure of differential uniformity. For every change in the value or order of input, there must be a distinctive change in the output. This characteristic of DP ensures uniform mapping probability for every input bit i [9] . In differential approximation probability, input differential must uniquely map to output differential DP( x −→ y) and it is defined as:
The differential approximation probability of proposed S-box 1 and S-box 2 are shown in table-12 and table-13.
G. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
Histogram analysis indicates how pixels spread after the encryption process. Ideal image encryption scheme transforms the plain image into encrypted image that contains the arbitrary pixels. Plain test images are shown in 6a, 8a, 10a and corresponding encrypted images are shown in 7a, 9a, and 11a. In these encrypted images, we can see that pixels are absolutely random and gives no clue about plain images. Figures 6b, 6c , 6d, 8b, 8c, 8d, 10b, 10c and 10d are the histograms of plain images in RGB channels and histogram of corresponding encrypted images in RGB channels are shown in 7b, 7c, 7d, 9b, 9c, 9d, 11b, 11c and 11d. In histogram of the plain image, we can easily see the visible patterns in every color channel but histogram of all encrypted images have no patterns and these histograms are randomly distributed in every color channel. It is the prove that histogram of encrypted images is equally uniform and does not give any clue to attacker to inject statistical attack. 
H. CORRELATION-COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS
Adjacent pixels of images are naturally highly correlated, which gives valuable information to attackers.
Ideal encryption scheme should reduce the correlation of adjacent pixels. From the plain images (lena, baboon, pepper) and from the encrypted images (lena, baboon, pepper), 10 3 adjacent pixels are selected in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions to calculate their correlation coefficients by using following equations [36] :
Correlation-coefficient analysis of various plain images and their corresponding cipher images is shown in table-14.
In table-14 we can see that, correlation coefficient value of adjacent pixels of plain images are near to 1 and after encryption correlation coefficient value is close to 0. Correlation-coefficient value of encrypted images is entirely changed from the plain images value, so it is proved that correlation-coefficient attack fails to give any clue to attacker about original plain image. Correlation-coefficient analysis of adjacent pixels are plotted in figure-12 , for results of plain image and figure-13 shows the results of encrypted image in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. 
V. CONCLUSION
A novel method for the construction of cryptographic SP-Network through blending the high-dimensional chaotic Gold sequences and logistic tent system has been established. The proposed SP-Network consists of three cryptographic primitives; S-box, P-box and Random key sequences, while one key whitening operation is used for connecting layers. The evaluation of the technique proves that the constructed S-box provides the required cryptographic properties. A comparison of the results of several color image quality measures, with color image encryption by chaos based schemes, has been prepared to establish the worth of this new cryptographic SP-Network. The results show that the proposed encryption method can provide a replacement for many current SP-Network based encryption systems. In future, various confusion and diffusion layers are to be used for generating SP-Network.
